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Abstract 
China has entered an era of network. For the undergraduate students, surfing the internet has already become an important 
life style. In such a new situation, for the purpose of an attempt to prompt the students’ quality, my article puts an 
emphasis on the reinforcement of the English majors’ reading and understanding classic works by stage performance. 
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1. An Introduction: Students of English Major in the Network Environment 
Classical literary works is one of the significant parts of English professional education, that is to say, to 
train students’ reading comprehension and grasp literary knowledge is one of the most important tasks of 
English professional education. However, such demand and anticipation are greatly affected and shocked by 
the era of network. Although the source of classical literary works on the internet provides students 
convenience and saves their labour of borrowing and buying books, students hold a cold and distant manner 
toward classic literary works, which results from the fact that those classics were written ages ago and there is 
a long distance between language, content, thoughts, emotion and those in modern society, so that because of 
the lack of mutual understanding, students will be terrified by the sight of those classic works. Therefore they 
share no same feelings with the classics and bear no interest in reading them. Instead they stay at a respectful 
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distance from the literary classics, such as Milton’s Paradise Lost, intricate and obscure in language. Hamlet 
and The Scarlet Letter bear a deep gap between their stories and the social culture in contemporary China. In 
addition to that, students of English major, when they were in their childhood, they entered so called “Book-
reading Times”, which gives priority to the superficial reading, to a large extent, their habits and interests of 
reading had been shaped. When we entered the era of internet, the gossip news is the most attractive content 
for students to read. At the same time, activities like chatting on line and online games have taken up much of 
their spare time. So their distance with the literary classics is farther and farther. In the end, from the aspect of 
curriculum, public courses and basic specialized courses have seized many class hours. Most colleges, by 
force, demand the English majors’ English arrive at a certain level, pass TEM-4 or TEM-8, otherwise 
graduation will not be granted. For reaching that standard, students have to spend much time on reciting 
words and working at grammar and reading comprehension exercises, as a result they have no time reading 
classic works. 
In China, in the curriculum of English major, among the required courses “History of British Literature” 
and “History of American Literature” are backbone courses. In the mean time, some relevant courses, such as 
“Selected Readings of British and American Fictions”, “Selected Readings of English Poetry”, and “Selected 
Readings of English Dramas” are set up as optional courses. Students who are learning these courses should 
have read and studied the literary classics, based on which they are able to get better effects and realize the 
prospective teaching objectives. However, it is disappointing that the majority of students do not directly read 
the English originals. At most, they read some abridged versions, simplified edition or synopsis. Some of 
them merely recite the class notes and key points in textbook of literary history. Generally speaking, while the 
students are learning some courses of literary history, there are some relevant courses and textbooks of 
selected readings, but students are not in the mood to read them. With present examination system and custom, 
our education of English majors shows such a phenomenon that students always have deep and systematic 
impression of literary history. They lack the understanding for the literary origins. The literary history is 
founded on the concrete literary works and without profound understanding for the literary origins, students’ 
reading comprehension and writing ability could not be enhanced. Under such situation, for our education of 
English language and literature, how to make student touch and understand literary classics as far as possible 
becomes a task that requires an immediate solution.. 
2. Implementation  of the Practice of the “Stage” Teaching  
In the long-term teaching and management of English language and literature, we discover a 
phenomenon contrary to students’ coldness to literary works. Students are very interested in the performance 
of classic literary works, because it is a brand-new experience for them to perform on stage. Stage 
performance is full of hope and challenge, and it’s also an opportunity for students to show themselves. 
Therefore, we can try our best to make good use of stage performance to realize the aim of requiring students 
to read and understand more classic literary works. After all, it is an effective teaching method to let students 
read and experience classic literary works. After several years’ practice, we believe various stage 
performances adapted from literary classics have stretched and enriched class teaching. As an effective way of 
touching and understanding literary works, stage performance always arrives at unexpected effects that can 
not be fulfilled by class teaching. 
2.1 Adaptation of Classical Literary Works 
Firstly, in order to obtain sound effects, students’ self-esteem and their sense of honour urge them to read 
literary classics earnestly. Except a few dramas that can be performed directly, most literary works read by 
students must be adapted for the stage performance. Thus, the step of adaptation must experience two key 
links, one of which is to choose what to perform or what episode to perform. Such process is in fact the 
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process of the adapters’ intensively reading literary classics. Another key link is adaptation. Once a novel or 
chapters of novel are selected, the adapter must read and study the literary work seriously. In addition to that 
he or she must have a thorough grasp of the plot design, thoughts, feelings, character portrayal and so on. 
Based on such reading and study, students may produce excellent works that can be put on the stage. In the 
spare time, students rarely have such depth of reading and study. In my institute, students of grade 2010 have 
adapted Jane Eyre Act V: Jane returned Thornfield and met Rochester who had handicapped in the fire. She 
tells him her experiences after she has run away from Rochester, especially her meeting with St. John Rivers. 
When she tells him that Mr. Rivers ever proposed to her, Rochester shows his jealousy, sadness and despair˖
Jane (sits next to Rochester): He (St. John Rivers) asked me to marry him. 
    Rochester (turns his head to another side): That’s a fictionˉan invention to vex me. 
Jane (seriously): I beg you pardon, it is a truth: he asked me more than once, and was as stiff about 
urging his point as ever you could be. 
Rochester (suddenly throws Jane’s hand aside): Miss Eyre, I repeat it, you can leave me. How often am I 
to say the same thing? Why do you remain on my knee? (intends to stand up), when I have given you notice 
to quit? 
Jane (calms down): Because I am comfortable there. 
Rochester (desperately, intends to stand up again): No, Jane, you are not comfortable there, because your 
heart is not with me: it is with that cousin, that St. John. (pushes Jane with efforts) Oh, till this moment, I 
thought my little Jane was all mine! I had a belief she loved me even when she left me. We have been long 
parted, and I have wept over our separation. I have never thought she was loving another! (He cries) Jane, 
leave me, go and marry Rivers! 
Jane (lightly touches his face and attempts to calm him): Sir, I’m unwilling to leave you. 
Rochester (eyes wide open, brows frozen, extremely angry): You are now a new Jane, (shouts and cries 
desperately) gRü
This is adapted from Jane Eyre, chapter 37, one of works that students in English department have 
always been interested in. In the original, the description is very concrete. Its author Charlotte Bronte, in 
poetic language expresses the feelings and thoughts of Jane and Rochester. As dramatic work, it can’t offer 
such deliberate psychological and environmental description as in the original. Therefore, according to the 
features of drama, it is greatly altered. The process of adaptation, in fact is a process of students’ reading and 
studying the literary classics. The adapters, after reading, understanding and studying the original works, have 
deleted parts of the original and picked up the most impressive language. In addition to that, the actors’ 
behavior imagined by the adapters is added. Then the drama that comes into being. As a result, this drama is 
rich in conversation and the design of conversation and behavior of actors have better shown the pain of 
Rochester after he has learnt the “affair” between Jane and St. John Rivers. Apparently, without profound 
reading and understanding of the origin, it is difficult to achieve such fantastic effects. 
2.2 Directing and Acting 
Next is the work of director, performance and stage art which can lead students to the profound reading 
of literary classics. The stage director is the key to the success of drama performance. In the process directing, 
he must be seriously reading and studying the script, thus he is able to grasp the soul of the novel and work 
the drama effectively. As actors, especially the leading actors in drama, they also must read and understand 
the original and script seriously so as to furthest restore the background of the original story and put 
themselves in their characters’ position, and thus experience the characters’ personality, psychology, feelings 
and so on. By above-mentioned ways, student actors can, to the largest extent approach the characters and 
acquire their charm in the literary works. Students’ truthful and lively performance is the result of their 
earnest reading the original and considering the characters’ mental state, situation and personality. In April, 
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2012, in class, students had a remarkable performance of Romeo and Juliet. Romeo and Juliet was a comic 
tragedy written by Shakespeare at the end of 16th. Its language approaches modern English, but it still belongs 
to classical style of writing that pains students’ reading. About three weeks before the show, based on 
Shakespeare’s language, students started to reorganize the language and made it acceptable by contemporary 
audience. Therefore, a new script was produced. When it is performed, at proper time students will add some 
modern music and pop songs to create the romantic atmosphere. As for the actress who acts as Juliet, in an 
image of young aristocratic girl of 16th century, she wears long curly hair and long skirt. When Romeo sees 
his lover who is dead for him and lying there cold, he is in deep despair. He, without hesitation, takes out the 
poison and has an affectionate look at Juliet, the audience hold their breath and some can’t help but cry out: 
“don’tüJuliet will come back to life!” The student audience melt with the characters. If the actors hadn’t a 
profound understanding the original, they would be unable to present a touching performance to the audience. 
2.3 The Audience’s Appreciation 
After that it is the audience’s appreciation, which in fact is also a process of reading and accepting the 
literary classics. The dramas directed and acted by students are on the stages of campus and the main audience 
are also students. Because these dramas are performed by their classmates, those who haven’t participated in 
the performance have strong curiosity and would like to watch. If with necessary organization, most students 
of English major and of the same college would go to watch the performance. Once they watched one drama, 
they would be familiar with one. Since compared with the function of paper books, such form mixed with 
audition and visual enjoyment relatively satisfies the taste of students in the era of internet, and it leaves deep 
impact and impression on students. More than that, it is significant for English teaching to call on students’ 
interest in the original literary works beyond comparison. Students, after seeing the performance will make 
their efforts to read the book. This reading experience has strengthened the circulation and influence of 
literary classics. 
3. Existing Problems and Strategies 
For students of English major, they merely make use of their spare time to perform the classic works, so 
such opportunities are few and the participants are limited, and then the frequency for students to watch is 
restricted. Under these circumstances, how to establish a set of scientific and rational system and make use of 
limited chances to make more students throw off the negative effects of internet and read literary classic 
works are issues that we should think deeply. After two year practice, we summarize the following strategies 
to make more students indulge in understanding the English and American classic works.  
3.1 The First Strategy:  Form a Tradition of Performance  
The first strategy is to form a tradition of performing literary classics and never suspend. Therefore 
students perform and the audience expects to see the performance. Students graduate and enroll continuously 
and our performance can always persist as a tradition shown in the New Year Days, Youth Day (May 4th), 
Evening Party of Graduation. Some become a necessity of these special days, such as Hamlet, Romeo and 
Juliet, Pride and Prejudice, Jane Eyre, Pygmalion and The Death of the Salesman. These dramas continue to 
nowadays as programs of festival parties. Once the festivals are coming, students will make active preparation 
for performing and watching, and therefore it turns to be a campus custom. It plays an important function to 
motivate students to get in touch with excellent literary works. At the same time, we can take a further step to 
continuously add some new dramas and set up an evaluation system. New drama can gain more credits and 
that will urge more and more students involve themselves to the creation and performance of new dramas. 
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Unquestionably, as a result, that will enrich students’ knowledge and provide their more chances of reading 
literary classics. 
3.2 The Second Strategy: the Implementation of All Steps of Stage Performance 
Stage performance involves a series of activities like dramas’ adaptation, rehearsal, performance, view, 
evaluation and exhibition. As for the English majors, the performance of literary classics is not the aim but 
just a method. The real aim is to encourage students to get in touch with literary classics, culture their ability 
of management and cooperation, and their ability of expressing in English, which are quite different from 
students who major in dramatic show, for their task is to foster the ability to show. Therefore, when we launch 
the performance campaign, we do not act for acting, and we will seize the chances of acting to write the script, 
rehearse, act, evaluate and exhibit after the performance to train our abilities and attract students to concern 
literary classic works. Eventually, the literary works will go deep to the students’ daily life and then their 
understanding and study of the classics will be realized. 
3.3 The Third Strategy: Mutual Motivation of Reading Literary Classics and Stage Performance 
Dramatic performance can promote literary reading and vise versa. This is the final aim of the practice 
of stage teaching. Performance-oriented reading demands every participant seriously read the original, write a 
report about the analysis of its characters and lay a basis for performance. The reading-oriented performance 
is to arrange teachers to give lectures or carry on a collective analysis of literary works before the 
performance. Lectures and analysis will focus on the novel that will be adapted and shown on stage. Teachers 
who teach British and American literature can help students understand the novel and improve their level of 
performance. At last, a cycling system of supplementing each other between acting and reading will be shaped 
and the expected aim will be achieved. 
4. Conclusion 
The new mode of “Class teaching + Stage performance” practice just starts and we should make more 
efforts to summarize our experience and try to find out better ways to advance our theories and ideas. We also 
hope together with the encouragement of our colleagues to discover a new way to the education of talents of 
English major in the Era of Internet. 
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